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Why Fred Rogers 
is the Patron Saint 
of B2B Marketers



He was a 
CHILD of B2B







(we took this picture)



+



=
We know. 

The cuteness 
is palpable.



Viewers like you

B2B
+



He was a 
MASTER
COMMUNICATOR



15 letters per day
4,000 letters per year



He was a 
MASTER
COMMUNICATOR



He knew
we could do
BETTER





“Hate is such a strong word to use so lightly. 
If they can hate something like that, you 

wonder how easy it would be for them to hate 
something more important.”



He knew we
we could do
BETTER



“Create a holiday-themed display 
that expresses your brand message.”









The Patron
Saint of B2B



The Patron
Saint of B2B





Keep your sense
of wonder.1





Visit your 
production floor 
neighbors.



When I was a boy and I would 
see scary things in the news, 
my mother would say to me, 

"Look for the helpers. You 
will always find people who 

are helping.”



How does my 
company make
the world work 

better?



Keep your sense
of wonder.1



Find the people 
behind the machine.2















Find the people 
behind the machine.2





“The space between the 
television set and the 
viewer is holy ground.” 



Find the people 
behind the machine.2



Listen closely.3





Listen closely.3



Exercise simplicity.4



It’s our job to ease 
peoples’ minds, 
not burden them with 
more complexity.



(not actual cover)



1. 

State the idea 
you wish to express as 

clearly as possible, and in 
terms preschoolers can 

understand.

“It is 
dangerous
to play in

the street.“



2.

Rephrase in a 
positive manner.

“It is good 
to play where 

it is safe.”



3.

Rephrase the idea, 
bearing in mind that 

preschoolers cannot yet 
make subtle distinctions and 

need to be redirected to 
authorities they trust.

“Ask your 
parents where it 
is safe to play.”













Exercise simplicity.4



Be your honest self.5



“The greatest gift 
you ever give is 
your honest self.”





B2B is lucky 
to have you.



Be your honest self.5



Keep your sense of wonder.1

Find the people.2

Listen closely.3

Exercise simplicity.4

Be your honest self.5





It's such a good feeling / A 
very good feeling / The feeling 
you know / That I'll be back, 
When the day is new / And I'll 
have more ideas for you, And 
you'll have things you'll want 
to talk about / I will too



Bye.




